TC4N
Copy management by account cards and
copy vending by debit cards

The Cartadis TC4N deals with the management and the sale of copies by using magnetic cards for
any type of copying equipment.
This rugged and easy to use magnetic card reader will facilitate the profitability of your copying
equipment by its reliability in intensive self-service use.
Particularly suitable for educational and firm environments, the TC4N controls 10 000 different
accounts, as well as copy payment, by means of disposable or reloadable magnetic cards.

The Cartadis TC4N benefits
 Compatible with 99% of brands and models on the market.
 Reliable and rugged system.
 Possible use of either paying or free accounts.
 Accepts paper disposable or and plastic reloadable cards.

The cards and compatible units
The Cartadis TC4N cards are credit-card sized featuring the high coercivity magnetic technology. Two
types are available: reloadable cards, or disposable cards (not reloadable).
Both cards are supplied blank and need to be recorded before use on the Cartadis TC4N. A reloadable
card can be revalued and reused several times while a disposable card can be loaded only once.

 Cards recorded with an account number (account card):
These cards must be reloadable and first recorded with an account number, a department and
copies number may also be included. The Cartadis TC4N memory contains up to 10 000
accounts and 99 departments that can be read by means of a printer or any type of data
collection system at any time.
 Cards recorded with a number of copies (value card):
These cards can be reloadable or disposable and must be first
recorded with a number of copies. As phone cards, they are
anonymous and dedicated to prepaid copy-selling.
 The administration card:
Intended for the person in charge of the copiers, it enables to both program card and access to
the Cartadis TC4N functionalities.

The Cartadis TC4N is compatible with the DRC9 autonomous dispenser/reloader of cards and the
P200N/1 optional printer.

DRC9STD autonomous dispenser/reloader

The TC4N application fields
SCHOOLS AND UNIVERSITIES:
 Selling of cards for copies to students (value cards).
 Management adjusting of the cost of copies made by teachers (account card).
COPY SHOPS:
 Copy vending by debit cards for private people.
 Invoicing at the end of month by account cards.
COMPANIES AND PUBLIC SERVICES:
 Management adjusting of the costs of copies made.

Specifications
 Dimensions: height: 100 mm; width: 90 mm; depth: 180 mm.
 Weight: 1 kg.
 Power supply: 24V.
 32 characters LED display.
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